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Abstract

Ths need to minimize the proliferation of nuclear materials and to extend
fuel resource utilization, has encouraged renewed interests in symbiotic energy
systems. In these systems, fissile fuel is produced in fusion- or fission-
powered factories, and is burned in thermal fission reactors. Fusion-driven
symbiotes constitute an interesting near-term fusion application.

This paper analyzes systems based on D-T and semi-catalyzed D-D fusion-
powered U233 breeders. Two different blanket types were used : metallic thorium
pebble-bed blankets with a batch reprocessing mode and a molten salt blanket
with on-line continuous or batch reprocessing. All fusion-driven "blankets are
assumed to have spherical geometries, with a 8% closure. Neutronics depletion
calculations were performed with a revised version of the discrete ordinates
code XSDRN-PM, using multigroup (100 neutron, 21 gamma-ray groups) coupled
cross-section libraries. These neutronics calculations are coupled with a sce-
nario optimization and cost analysis code. Also, the fusion burn was shaped
so as to keep the blanket maximum power density below a preset value, and to
improve the performance of the fusion-driven systems.

The fusion-driven symbiotes are compared with LMFBR-driven energy systenE.
The nuclear fission breeders that were used as drivers, have parameters charac-
teristic of heterogeneous, oxide LMFBRs. They are net plutonium users - the
plutonium is obtained from the discharges of LWRs - and U233 is bred in the
fission breeder thorium blankets.

The analyses of the symbiotic energy systems were performed at- equilibrium,
at maximum rate of grid expansion, and for a given nuclear power demand. The
initial fissile inventory of the fission burners was taken into account. The
cost of the symbiotes was calculated based on U3 INFCE preliminary guidelines.

Attractive schemes were identified based on D-T driven fusion-drivers
operated with low plasma performance parameters.



1.0. Introduction.

Continued use of present-day Light Water Reactors (LWRs) operating on
throwaway U235~driven fuel cycles would lead to a limited use of nuclear energy
from a long-term viewpoint. In addition, the recent government non-prolifera-
tion policy statements and the revisions of the national policies on the nuclear
fuel cycle, have led to an emphasis on alternative energy sources, which minimi-
ze the accessibility to materials directly useful for weapon production. Also,
a renewed emphasis has been placed on the implementation of energy systems,
which minimize the depletion of non-renewable fuel resources.

The need to minimize the proliferation of sensitive facilities, while ex-
tending fuel resource utilization, has spurred a renewed interest in symbiotic
energy systems and denatured (less than 12 \0> U233 in U, or less than 20 \ffo
U235 in U) fuel cycles.

In symbiotic energy systems, fissile fuel is bred in drivers (e.g. nuclear
fission-driven or nuclear fusion-driven breeders) and is used in burners (e.g.
advanced converter nuclear fission reactors). Note that in symbiotic energy
systems, the "in-situ" burning of the produced fissile materials and the gene-
ration of power in the driver blankets are minimized; in hybrid systems,
fissile fuel is also bred in the blankets, but the in-situ burning of the fis-
sile fuel and the power production in the blankets are maximized.

In the drivers, two fissile materials can be bred : fissile plutonium from
U238 and U233 from Th232. In this paper we will emphasize U233 factories to
take advantage of the availability of ample thorium reserves and the high con-
version ratios achievable with U233 fuel in thermal reactors. Although mixing
Pu239 with its isotopes2, or with radioactive isotopes or fission products
may make it unattractive for weapon use, the thorium cycles have some interest-
ing advantages^ from the point of view of safeguarding the fuel cycle (the pre-
sence of the radioactive U232 isotope, the denaturing of U233 fuel with U238).
In addition, for metallic fuel in CTR (Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor),
LMFBR (Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor) or GCFR (Gas Cooled Fast Reactor)
blankets, thorium metal alloys exhibit more desirable metallurgical properties
than uranium.

The fissile fuel produced in the fusion- or fission-powered factories
feeds separate advanced fission reactors with high con-version ratios, which
generate thermal power for conversion to electricity, process heat or synthetic
fuel. Note that a certain net amount of power may be needed to drive the fuel
factory, when the fusion breeder is operated at a low plasma performance para-
meter, Q (defined as the ratio of fusion power to injected power into the
plasma). Since large amounts of weapon-grade fissile materials are generated
in the nuclear drivers, one of the goals of the symbiote will be to maximize
the number of proliferation-proof denatured fissile burners per driver.

In this paper we present detailed neutronic and economic analyses, as well
as technology requirements, of several symbiotic energy systems. Results of
detailed calculations of overall fuel cycle and power costs, ore requirements,
proliferation resistance, cash flow requirements, and capability for grid ex-
pansion of realistic symbiotic scenarios are given. The symbiotes are driven
by nuclear fusion- or nuclear fission breeders (iMFERs).



The concept evaluations were performed for CTR blanket configurations that
attempt to maximize fuel (U233) production and minimize power production within
the blanket. It will be shown that cost and power support ratio optimization
of symbiotic systems depends on minimizing the ratio of energy generation to
fissile production in the blankets. The antiproliferation resistance and the
capital cost of symbiotic systems are enhanced by minimizing the amount of ener-
gy generated in the fusion-driver. Heat removal from fusion reactors is expen-
sive, and the underutilization of the balance of plant at the beginning-of-cycle
(BOC) and the need for an injector increase this cost even more.

Two different CTR blanket types were used in the concept evaluation :
1. metallic thorium pebble-bed blankets using a batch reprocessing mode.
2. LiF-BeF2-ThHj. molten salt blankets, with on-line and batch (off-line)

reprocessing mode.
The so-called primary fusion cycles involving hydrogen isotopes (D-T and D-D
fusion reactions) were used.

1.1. Renewable Nuclear Resources.

The attractiveness of a power scenario is very dependent on the assumptions
on which it is based : a conservative estimate of uranium reserves, for example,
implies that decisions regarding breeder (fusion or fission) development and
deployment cannot be postponed indefinitely without risking grave consequences.
Maximum introduction rates and the inventory requirements of nuclear reactors
will also determine a maximum rate of growth of a grid based on a given reactor
mix.

With the present expectations for po>:er demand, a breeder program (using
fusion- or fission-driven breeders) is necessary if nuclear power is going to
make a long-term contribution to our power needs. This self-evident statement
is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the electrical nuclear power capacity
for several scenarios without breeders. The "high" NASAP nuclear power demand
growth was assumed (910 GWe in year 2026), and the demand was levelled off
when it reached 910 Gwe.

Suppose that fission reactors, driven by U235 fuel cycles, are built and
deployed to meet that demand, as long as there ax*e enough uranium resources
available to supply the initial inventory as well as the makeup needs during
the useful life (assumed to be 30 years) of those reactors.

Figure 1 shows the results of a nuclear power deployment of present-day
LEU5~PWRs (low enriched U235» pressurized water reactors) operated with a U235
throwaway cycle, under the assumption that 3»7 million short tonnes of U3O8
(MST.U3O8) can be "economically" mined in the USA - without worrying at the
moment how one determines whether mining is economical. This present-day PWR
reactor type is characterized by a capacity factor of 72% and by a lifetime
ore requirement of 5500 ST.U3O8 / Gtfe-installed (at a0.2 4 tails enrichment). '.
The graph shows that the deployment of LEU5-PWRs can follow the given "high" '
nuclear demand curve - but not for long. The rate of growth begins to alow '
down even when there appears to be much yellowcake left, because of the requi-
rement that a new reactor can be built only if its fuel make-up needs can be
satisfied during its expected life (30 years). The rate of growth decelerate
because no new reactors can be built, even to replace those early plants which
are reaching the end of their lifetime. The breakpoint appears when the sce-
nario supplies a-maximum of approximately 590 GWe for a 3.7 MST.U3O8 constraint
(740 GWe for a 5,0 MST.U3O8 constraint). After this, the nuclear power supply
has to go down, until the last PWR goes off-line sometimes in the 7th decade.
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Fig. 1. On-Line Electrical Power Supplied by LEU5-PWR
and SEU5-CANDU Based Energy Systems.

Clearly, this is not a realistic scenario because as soon as the availabi-
lity of a resource limits nuclear power demand, that resource will be utilized
more efficiently if there is a way to do so. Figure 1 shows the effect of
introducing advanced reactors, driven by U235 fuel cycles with an improved
lifetime ore requirement. For example, advanced reactors of the GANDU type,
operated on the SEU5 (slightly enriched U235) throwaway cycle, could be phased
into the grid in year 2001, with a given yearly introduction rate constraint
(typically 1-1-2-2-4-4-...). For the SSU5-GANDU, the lifetime ore requirements
are 3500 ST.U3O8 / GWe at a capacity factor of 72?S. The LEU5-PWRs (which were

introduced in 19?6 into the scenario) are phased out beginning in year 2001.
The breakpoint is postponed for several years. The scenario cannot sustain
power after it reaches 630 GWe for a 3»7 MST.U3O8 total ore consumption. Sup-
pose now that 5»0 MST. U3O8 of yellowcake are ultimately available. The scena-
rio then reaches 860 GWe, but the inevitable breakpoint will be simply post-
poned ,

The breakpoint, at which time the scenario cannot follow the nuclear power
demand, could be further delayed by using a U235~driven Prebreeder-Nearbreeder :

concept.3 in this concept, the Prebreeder is an advanced converter fission
reactor, driven by U235/Th232 fuel cycles. Part of the bred U233 fuel is
discharged and used as initial and make-up feed of the near-breeder when repro-
cessing is phased in. The near-breeder is an advanced converter reactor,
driven by U233/Th232 fuel cycles. However the main features will remain quali-
tatively unchanged; for reasonable estimates of economically recoverable ura-
nium ore, scenarios using U235 driven cycles cannot sustain presently contem-
plated high nuclear power demands.

A breeder program is ultimately necessary if nuclear power is going to
make a long term contribution to our power needs. When the emphasis is placed
on minimizing the depletion of the non-renewable fuel resources at reasonable
cost, and on minimizing the proliferation of sensitive facilities, several
different breeder-driven scenarios could be used :

1. Nuclear fission breeder / advanced fission reactor symbiosis t
In this scenario the breeder has the characteristics of a IfflTBR or a GCFR.
It is a net plutonium user - the plutonium is obtained from the discharges
of LEU5-PWRs - and U233 is bred in its thorium blankets. The bred U233
is used in thermal fission reactors, operated on U233/Th232 fuel cycles.
This scenario could sustain the previously described high nuclear power



demand for much longer times than U235-driven scenarios. However, it will
not be able to sustain this power demand as soon as the stowawayed pluto-
nium from the LEU5-PWRs is depleted. Plutonium break-even LMFBR-drivers
or plutoriium generating fission breeders could then be introduced, but the
proliferation-proof index (ratio of "proliferation-proof" denatured fission
reactors to plutonium-driven fission breeders) would decline. j

|
2. Nuclear fission breeder scenario, operated on the plutonium fuel cycle :

One of the main advantages of this scenario is the utilization of almost
unlimited U238 resources to fuel itself. This system has the disadvantage
of high capital costs and the Pu-driven fuel cycles cannot easily be safe-
guarded.

3. Nuclear fusion breeder / advanced fission reactor symbiosis :
In this scenario, the nuclear fusion breeders are run on the so-called
primary fusion cycles involving hydrogen isotopes. These breeders are net
U233 or Pu producers, and the bred fissile material can be used in advanced
converter thermal fission reactors. The fusion/fission symbiosis utilizes
almost unlimited U238 or Th232 resources to fuel itself. For all practical
purposes, the bred U233 or Pu-fissile could be considered as a renewable
nuclear resource of almost unlimited magnitude.

In energy systems involving drivers (nuclear fusion- or fission-breeders)
and burners (advanced converter nuclear fission reactors), high breeder costs
do not necessarily mean high overall power costs : when the ratio of burners
to drivers increases, the high breeder costs are levelized over a larger number
of burners, which are usually less capital intensive than breeders.

2.1. Fusion-Powered Drivers

Energy systems based only on fusion must meet some serious challenges
before they can make a sizable contribution to the world's energy needs.
Some of the important challenges are :
- plasma performance parameters must be large enough to generate net power at
economical power rates.

- the high capital cost of the fusion devices which are now envisioned.
- large recalculating powers imply much thermal waste if the achievable plasma
performance is modest.^

- fusion reactors based on the so-called primary cycles (involving hydrogen
isotopes), are strong neutron sources, and therefore they have the potential
to act as factories of weapon-grade fissile material.

These difficulties can be alleviated by symbiotic systems, even if opera-
ted at modest plasma performance parameters. Attractive fusion-driven energy
scenarios can be identified for low Q values, and high overall energy conver- j
sion efficiencies can be attained in systems where most of the power is gene- j
rated in advanced converter fission reactors (LWE, GANDU, PBR, HTGR, etc..)- !
Also, it has been previously shown-* that high breeder costs do not necessarily
mean high overall power costs. In addition, even when the GTR-drivers are j
operated at a low Q value, such that they consume net power, the overall sym- !
biotic system still produces net power s no scientific breakeven of the fusion-
drivers is necessary. :

Because of the high support ratios achievable with fusion-drivers, the :
centralization of sensitive facilities may simplify the problems associated
with safeguarding the nuclear fuel cycle. The idea of using fusion neutrons
to generate fissile material is old. The revisions of the national policies
on the nuclear fuel cycle have spurred the recent interest in fusion-driven
symbiotic energy systems.-'-»7»°»9



Two fusion cycles are of interest to power the factory : the deuterium-
tritium (D-T) cycle and the semi-catalyzed deuterium cycle (D-D).
The principal reactions involved are :

D-T Cycle :

One 14 MeV neutron is produced per D-T reaction, and a total of 1?,6 MeV
of energy is released,

D + T -*«(3.52 MeV) + n (14.06)

Fus"lon-powered fissile fuel factories, based on the D-T cycles, are the most
interesting because of the obvious advantage of higher attainable plasma per-
formance parameter values and a greater interaction rate. However the need
to, make the system self-sufficient in tritium imposes an economic penalty
on the D-T cycle. Tritium can be produced by the reactions s

^Li + n(slow) -» « + T + 4.8 MeV
?Li + n(fast) -• « + T + n - 2.5 MeV

In addition, neutron multipliers such as the threshold endothermic reaction
in lead :

208p"b + n (>6.8 MeV) -• 207pb + 2n - 7.45 MeV

can be used.

The fact that tritium must be bred has an important impact on the econo-
mics of D-T fueled systems. For a fusion reactor which only needs to breed
tritium, it appears that the energy multiplication afforded by the "Li reaction
would tend to improve the energy economics. Since the 6i,i(nto()T cross-section
increases with decreasing incident neutron energies, considerable effort has
been expended in blanket designs for fusion reactors where the neutron spectrum
is thermalized so as to increase energy and tritium generation.

For a fusion-fission hybrid reactor, intended primarily as a power source
rather than as a fuel factory, the neutronics advantage of the ?Li reactions,
and the conflicting requirements posed by tritium breeding and fission energy
generation, make the situation much more complex.

Much of that complexity is removed when we consider the fusion reactor
primarily as a factory of fissile material (symbiotic fusion-driver). The
4.8 MeV of energy that is released in the °Li(n,«)T reaction, is much smaller
than the value of the energy stored per fusion neutron, given by Eq.(3). The
demands on the lithium blanket become, essentially, that enough tritium must
be bred to make the symbiotic energy system self-supporting in tritium at a
minimum neutron cost. In the steady state operation, at least one tritium
atom must be bred for every D-T fusion reaction, after accounting for tritium
recuperation losses and blanket closure.

In many designs reported in the literature, tritium and U233 are bred in
the same blanket or in blankets which are neutronically coupled. Coupling
the blankets may introduce engineering difficulties and conflicting spectrum
requirements for optimum tritium and U233 breeding. If neither the economics
nor the centralization of sensitive facilities are enhanced by coupling, the
two types of blankets may be separate; in fact they may belong to different
reactors altogether. In the analyses for D-T fusion-driven systems, the neu-
tronically uncoupled blankets are matched subject to the requirement that the
system be self-sufficient in tritium. (Note that in the LiF-BeF2-ThF14 molten
salt blankets, both U233 a*id some tritium are bred in the same blanket. They
will be considered later). In addition, with neutronically uncoupled separate
lithium and thorium blankets, it is possible to manage the injection power to
the U233 producing drivers separately from the injection to the tritium pro-



ducing fusion-drivers. Also high tritium yields can be achieved with tritium-
drivers.10

When reprocessing of the blankets is performed off-line (batch mode), the
time-dependence of the energy deposition is quite different in the two blankets.
It is practically constant in the lithium blankets, and it increases with time
in the thorium blankets.

D-D Cycle :

In spite of the low D-D fusion reaction parameter, the D-D cycle is of
interest for the fusion-powered U233-drivers because it eliminates the need to
breed- tritium. The basic D-D reactions are :

n 3.27 Ms
h.O MeV(1.0 MeV) + p (3.0 MeV)

For plasmas operating below 100 keV, the produced tritium will undergo fusion
with deuterium :

D + T •* «(3.52 MeV) + n (14.06 MeV) 17-56 MeV

The "semi-catalyzed" D-D reaction can be summarized as :

•3He (0.82 MeV) + p (3.0) + <*(3.52 MeV) + n (2>5) + n (14.06)
24.87 MeV

5D

The interaction rate for the reaction :

D + ̂ He -*- <*+ p + 18.3 MeV
becomes greater than for the D-D reactions at a plasma temperature above
approximately 20 keV. Since this reaction does not yield a neutron, it is
likely that a U233~driver will operate at a plasma temperature low enough so
that most of the ̂ He will not burn. The fact that all the resulting energy
goes into charged particles, which may permit high efficiencies for energy con-
version, makes the D-^He reaction very interesting for fusion reactors.
Note that it is likely that the most important fuel bred in a "high Q" D-D
reactor may be ̂ He rather than any fissile material. We shall only concern
ourselves in this paper with the semi-catalyzed D-D reaction.
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A scheme for a fusion-driven symbiotic energy system based on the D-T
and D-D cycles is shown in Figure 2. Note that the electrical power into the
injector of the U233-driver is manageable. It has previously^ been shown that
support ratio and U233 production cost can greatly be enhanced by managing the
fusion burn.

2.2. LMFBR-Drivers

The nuclear fission breeder, used as a driver in this study, has parame-
ters characteristic of heterogeneous, oxide LMFBRs.11 This breeder is a net :
Plutonium user - the plutonium is obtained from the discharges of LWRs - and
U233 is bred in the thorium blankets of the breeders.

Two different fission breeders were used in the study ;
1. LMFBR with (Pu,Th)C>2 core, ThO2 internal blanket, ThC>2 radial and axial

blankets. Equilibrium breeding ratio at EOC « 1.30. We will reference
this reactor as LMFBR-1.

2. LMFBR with (U,Pu)C>2 core, ThO2 internal blanket, UO2 axial blanket, ThO2
radial blanket. Equilibrium breeding ratio at EOC : 1.275. We will refe-

.. rence this breeder as LMFBR-2.

The bred U233 is used in advanced thermal fission reactors, operated on
a denatured U233/Th232 fuel cycle.

A scheme for a symbiotic energy system based on the nuclear fission
breeders is shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Performance Parameters of Symbiotic Systems.

We will now identify parameters of interest needed for the analyses of the
performance of symbiotic energy systems, taking into account details of the
fissile fuel (U233 or Pu-fissile) mass flows, and the capital and fuel cycle
cost components of the generated power.

A simplified model is displayed in Figure k, where the dotted lines refer
to fissile material mass flows, and the solid lines refer to power flows.

The factory is driven by a certain amount of electrical recixculation
power P§ec. In the case of the fusion-driver, the plasma is injected with a
power level of Pi = ni Pi e c, where ni is the overall injection efficiency of
the fusion-driver. For the fissile drivers (e.g. IMFBR) the recixculation
power, Pi e c can be assumed neglegible. From the factory, thermal power Pfh
must be removed, which can be converted to electrical power P£ with an effi-
ciency njj.

GWe GWe
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U23; REPRO-

CESSING

P
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Fig. 3. Conceptual Symbiotic Energy System Based on
IMFBR-Drivers
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The total net electrical power of the symbiotic system is : '

PiOt = nB P?h + nc 4h - P^
eC + ( 1 - ni ) nB1 P§

ec

and the total waste-heat power :

where :
ng : heat-electrical conversion efficiency of the driver.
nc t heat-electrical conversion efficiency of the fissile burner.
ngi : heat-electrical conversion efficiency of waste power of

the fusion-driver injector
ni : injection efficiency

Fissile material, produced in the driver, fuels the burners (advanced
fission reactors) which generate a global thermal power P=£h , which is conver-
ted to electrical power Pe with an efficiency HQ.

Besides the generation of electrical power, the use of burners with high
outlet temperatures (e.g. HTGR, PBR, etc.) gives the additional capability of
producing process heat, synthetic fuel, steam reforming of methane (methana-
tion) ,etc .Thus, under some conditions, part of the waste heat P^0* may be
utilized to advantage. In the analyses that follow, we will however only con-
cern ourselves with electrical power generation applications.

The "cost ratio", defined as the capital cost (per net installed ktfe) of
the whole symbiotic energy system relative to the converters, may be estimated
as :

S(M) -

1 +
G

th

Je

Ic~
nB

1 j. m^m^

RP(M)

(1)



*th

where s RB(M) = -=- » thermal power support ratio
pth

44 4
Rn(M) = — — = no — r — « unit support ratiouv ' Rec ^ ^Rec

M : neutron energy multiplication factor of the driver

C^k s capital cost (per installed kw-th) of the burners

yj s capital cost (per installed kw-th) of the drivers

Cg : capital cost (per installed kwe) of the fusion-driver injector

Note that for batch refueling of the blankets of the U233-drivers, the
neutron energy multiplication factor changes with time during a fuel cycle
period. For continuous on-line reprocessing (e.g. molten salt blankets), M
remains constant after the equilibrium cycle of the blanket is reached.

For a fission breeder, or for a factory powered by an ignited plasma, the
last term in the numerator and denominator in Eq.(l) is very small. In that
case, the cost ratio S(M) decreases with increasing thermal power support rat?.o
Rp(M) if the ratio of thermal capital costs is such that :

-¥ > - (2)
Gth "G

This condition is automatically satisfied if all the power from the factory is
wasted (ng = 0). In the case in which similar thermal-electrical efficiencies
can be achieved by drivers and burners, this condition reduces to :

and for the case in which the capital costs of driver and burners are similar,
the overall symbiotic system capital cost is not a strong function of the
support ratio. In general however, it is reasonable to assume 3q..(2), and the
economics of the fusion-driven symbiotic energy system will be quite dependent
on how large the power support ratio is.

3.2. Energy Considerations of Fusion-Driven Symbiotes.

We will concern ourselves with the so-called primary fusion cycles invol-
ving hydrogen isotopes. The cycles of interest are based on the deuterium-
tritium (D-T) fusion reactions, producing 14 MeV neutrons, and the semi-cataly-
zed D-D cycles, emitting 14 and 2.5 MeV neutrons.

Every neutron generated in a fusion reaction leads, on the average, to the
production of G net fissile atoms in the fusion-driven blankets. Note that G
depends on the blanket configurations s.nd on the energy of the neutrons which
are emitted in the fusion reactions. It is also dependent on the fissile inven-
tory present in the blanket. For every fusion neutron reaching the first wall,
•a certain total amount of energy will be deposited in the blanket through
nuclear interactions. We shall refer to the blanket neutron energy multiplica-
tion factor M, as the ratio of the total energy deposited by neutrons in the
factory blanket to the energy of the neutron(s) emitted in the fusion reaction.



Fig. 5. Simplified Diagram for the Energy Flow in a Fusion-Powered Factory.

The fissile material produced is reprocessed and burned in separate
U233- or Pu-driven fission reactors, characterized by a conversion ratio, G,
and a ratio of capture-to-fission cross-sections, <X. Burning one fissile atom
in the fission reactor will deposit Efiss/(]+°Q MeV's of energy, and it will
convert G fertile atoms to fissile ones. Thus, the total energy that can
ultimately be liberated from the fissile material per one fusion generated
neutron is :

-,fissG E"1

where : E

(3)

average energy released per f issionC^OO MeV).

The value of the energy stored per fusion neutron will now be compared to
the total energy released in the breeder. This includes the energy released
in fusion and the total energy released in the breeding blanket. Except for
special cases such as that of an ignited plasma surrounded by a blanket with
overall neutron energy multiplication, M of approximately 1, the energy releas-
ed in fusion reactions is only a fraction of the total thermal energy which
must be removed from the fusion-driver. The effect of neutron energy multipli-
cation in the blanket, M, cannot be neglected. Hote however that it is in prin-
ciple possible to have blankets where M<1 (e.g. 'Li blanket).

Consider the simplified diagram for the energy flow in a D-T or D-D
fusion-powered factory, shown in Figure 5» A certain amount of energy, E p e c

is used to drive a thermonuclear plasma with an overall injection efficiency,
nj_. The heated plasma will undergo fusion reactions, and release a certain
amount of fusion energy, Ef = Q E^ (with Q : plasma performance parameter). |
An amount of energy, Ef + Ei = (Q + l) Ei leaves therefore the plasma in the j
steady state. We define f n (0.8 for D-T cycle, 0.66**- for the semi-catalyzed i
D-D cycle) and f c (fc = 1 - fn) as the fractions of the fusion energy Ef that j
go into neutrons and charged particles. Per global fusion reaction, the neutron
kinetic energy is, f n Ef = f n Q Ej_ . An amount of energy, f c Ef + E^ may leave'
as electromagnetic radiation and as charged particles hitting the first wall.
Some of the charged particle energy may be converted directly to electrical
power at high efficiency. In the analyses presented in this paper, we will
assume that the energy of the electromagnetic radiation and charged particD.es
is deposited as heat somewhere in the fusion reactor blanket, and converted
to electrical power with an efficiency, n^.



The total heat that must be removed from the blanket is :

EBlanket s ( f c + -i_ + f n M ) Ef

If we include the waste from the injector, we obtain :

ETotal = ( fc + -i- + fn „ ) Ef

where : Q' = n^ Q s effective plasma performance parameter.

In general, all the terms appearing in Eqi.(4) are function of time during
an irradiation cycle. Although the energy multiplication in the lithium blan-
kets is practically constant over a cycle, it can be a strong function of time
in the thorium or uranium blankets as the fissile inventory builds up. The
blanket heating per fusion reaction, E®^an^e^ may be several times what it is
at the beginning-of-cycle (BOC), unless special measures are taken, such as
allowing the plasma burn to coast down,5 or adopting a continuous blanket re-
processing scheme. At constant fusion neutron wall loading, the blanket neutron
energy multiplication, M, increases with time. Define Mg as the steady state
(at BOG), and M7 as the variable component of M.

In the a.nalysis, the total fusion-driver heating is subdivided into the
following components (see Figure 5) ! -1
- charged particles and radiation 1 ( fc + ~~Q~) %>f 1 which is converted to
electrical power with an efficiency, nij,.

- steady state neutron heating : fn M6 Ef , converted with an heat-electrical
efficiency5 nD .

- cycle-dependent neutron heating : f n Mn Ef , wasted or converted with an
heat-electrical efficiency, ny. ., g^

- waste from the injector : (l - n±) Er^ec = ( — nj— ) —5— , wasted or conver-
ted with an efficiency, n^. n± H

The respectful power components, as a function of the recirculation power, P|eCf
are :

fc Pf + P± = (fc + ~^-) ni Q P§ec

fn Pf M6 * fn M6 n i Q P|ec

fn Pf M? = fn M? n± Q P^ec

(1 - ni) P?tec•e

Note that the installed individual capacities for heat removal in the
breeder are determined by the maximum values reached for each of the compo-
nents shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Support Ratios.

We have defined two different support ratios :

- power support ratio : defined as the ratio of the thermal power from the
fission reactors (whose fissile initial and make-up

fuel is produced in a U233~driver) to the total maximum factory thermal
er achieved during a given cycle of the driver.

- unit support ratio : defined as the number of "one GWe" U233~burners suppor-
ted by a fusion-driver, whose recirculation power, P^ec

is one GWe.



The support ratios have important implications from the point of view of safe-
guards. It has previously* been shown that for fusion-drivers, operated with
batch refueled blankets and at constant injection power, the unit support ratio
varies slowly with irradiation time, in correlation with the net U233 production
rate. The power support ratio decreases with irradiation time for U233~drivers
operated with batch reprocessed blankets. The increase in the blanket power has
therefore important safeguards implications : to meet a given power demand, sen-
sitive facilities with a larger balance of plant are needed. In addition, this
power increase has important economic implications : the capacity for heat
removal from the blankets is underutilized at BOG, This, in turn, implies a
higher effective capital cost per unit of power when averaged over the irra-
diation period. It has previously* been shown that, if the total blanket power
is held below a preset maximum value by managing the fusion burn of the U233-
driver, the net U233 production cost can be decreased.

The ratio of the energy value stored in the produced fissile material to
:-he thermal energy that must be removed from the factory is :

GU233(t) E f f

(5)
(fc + ~ r + fn M(t) ) (1 +<*) (1 - C)

where s fc = 0.2 for D-T, fc = 0.336 for semi-catalyzed D-D

fn = 0.8 for D-T, fn = 0.66̂ - for semi-catalyzed D-D
Efiss

Eff = ~| = 10'8 f O r D~T' E f f = 7 * ^ f O r D~r>

The power support ratio of a U233-driver, with an irradiation time (or
cycle length of U233-driver) CL is :

**f!f CL * * '

Rp(CL) = ^ ^ 3 3 — —

where •> Mma^^ : maximum neutron energy multiplication during a given cycle
of a U233-driver.

For a D-T driven system, the U233-drivers are matched with tritium-drivers
subject to the requirement that the overall system be self-sufficient in tritium,
after accounting for tritium recuperation losses and blanket closure. Assuming !
that the tritium-drivers are operated at the same plasma performance parameter
as the U233-drivers, the power support ratio becomes :

Eff ~k A 1 1 2 3 3 ^ ) dt <6>
Rp(GL) =

( (fc + -i- + fn M^
3) + 3 ^ (fc + -i- + fn

where : G 3 : net tritium production per fusion neutron in the tritium-driver.

At constant injection power, the unit support ratio per U233-<iriver can be
expressed as : - *

nc Q' Eff -jfc /GU233(t) dt

(1 +«) (1 - G)



and the unit support ratio per fusion-driver t

RU(CL) = Rg233(CL) ^ (8)
1 + -rpT

(#3-1
Since the U233 production rate varies slowly with irradiation time (when

the U233-driver is operated at constant injection power), it is clear from
Eq.(6) that the power support ratio decreases with increasing maximum neutron
energy multiplication, Mjjjljp. For a given tt]H£P, the power support ratio is
fairly independent of Q,'#for effective plasma performance parameters above
approximately 10. From Eq.s.(7) and (8), it is clear that the unit support
ratio is directly proportional to the parameter Q', and independent of M^a*.
For D-T driven systems, the unit support ratio is very dependent on the net
tritium yield per fusion reaction of the tritium-driver, especially for values
of GH3 close to one. The sensitivity of the performance of a symbiotic system
to the net tritium yield was previously analyzed. 1°

A fissile fuel factory is a sensitive facility from the point of view of
safeguards. Presumably, centralization of sensitive facilities is desirable.
The decrease of the power support ratio with irradiation time has important
safeguards implications : to meet a given power demand, sensitive facilities
with a larger balance of plant are needed, and therefore, high blanket multi-
plication penalizes the symbiotic system.

3.^. Economics Considerations of Fusion-Driven Eymbiotes.

The cost ratio, given by Eq..(l), is a measure of the capital cost of the
symbiote relative to the cost of the burners alone.

Substitution of s

() u233() E f f q.

tec
•e

into Eq..(l), gives :

(1 + «) (1 - C)

th i G i ̂ + * >
qh ^ j g; () Eff ft'

S(M) = -g = -^—j ! (i+ «) (i . C)
6 E f f Q'

We note that the cost ratio is a function of the neutron energy multiplication
factor through the power support ratio, and on the ratio of the capital cost
per unit of thermal power in the driver relative to that of the burners. The
ratio Cfcn / Cth will depend on whether the blanket power of the driver is
converted to electricity or is simply wasted.

Although the optimization of the symbiote depends on the fissile production,
refueling schemes, management of the fusion burn, etc., it is instructive to
determine the dependence of S(M) on M. The optimization will be studied later
on in this paper.



From Eqs.(5) and (9), it can be shown that the symbiotic system capital
cost increases with M, if : .

c| (1 * «) (1 - c)

rB n 1 + cG rU233 F 0'
th •». D tn 11

>

C° np _ 1 (1 + "0 (1 - C)
t h 2 " nc GU233 Eff Q«

This inequality is not a very restrictive condition. For a fusion-driver
characterized by a relatively high effective plasma performance parameter,
this condition reduces to :

°th "C

Therefore, not only from the point of view of safeguards, but also from
the point of view of capital cost economics, it is desirable that the blanket
neutron energy multiplication be as low as possible, while the cumulated fissile
fuel production is maximized. Note however that this is only an instructive
conclusion since nothing has been said yet about the effect of reprocessing and
fabrication costs on the performance of the symbiote. These costs are not
negligible, as will be shown later on in this paper.

The goal of minimizing the blanket energy deposition while maintaining ;

high fissile fuel production, can be achieved when U233 fuel is removed from
the blanket soon after it is produced. However, reprocessing and fabrication
of the blankets represent important components of the U233 production cost.
They increase as the fusion-driver cycle length is made shorter. The combined
effect of irradiation time on capital cost, net fissile prod'action rate, re-
processing and fabrication implies that there exists an optimum cycle length
for the fusion-driver, that yields a minimum U233 production cost.

4.1. CTR Blanket Neutronics Analysis.

The neutronics calculations (coupled 100 neutron and 21 gamma ray groups)
were performed with a revised version of the discrete ordinates code XSDRN-PM, -*-2

which incorporates a. fuel depletion option. A S4P3 approximation was used in
all the calculations. The neutronics computations are directly coupled with a
complex cost analysis and optimization code that is referenced in section h.Z. '
This optimization code sets up the necessary neutronics depletion calculations
and subsequent correlations needed for the analyses of tne fusion-driven sym-
biosis .

ENDF/B-IV based multigrpup cross-section sets and kerma factors for
°Li, ?Li, Pb, Fe, Ni, Cr, 233u, 2 3 2Th, etc.. were taken from the DLC-37 coupled
cross-section library (100 neutron, 21 gamma ray groups).13 The effect of neu-
tron captures in protactinium is neglected.

Since the conceptual designs of CTR blankets are speculative, we will res-
trict ourselves to simple geometries for the neutronics analyses.



4.2. Fuel Cycle and Power Costs.

The analyses of fuel cycle and power cost, support ratios and fissile
production cost, are based on detailed mass and energy flow "balances.
The computer code that was used to analyze the scenarios, is a complex cost
analysis and optimization code.^ It incorporates US INFCE and NASAP prelimi-
nary guidelines. An effective non-inflationary interest rate of 4.525̂ 5, approp-
riate sinking fund depreciations and 1978 dollars are used. Taxes are not in-
cluded in this analysis.

The drivers and the fissile burners are operated at 75^ capacity factor,
with a hUfo heat-electrical conversion efficiency, unless otherwise stated.
In addition, an additional refueling down-time of two weeks was used for the
fusion U233-drivers. A thirty year lifetime is assumed for the breeders and the
fissile burners.

The drivers and the burners were assumed to be built over a time period of
nine years. The following progress payment fractions were assumed :
0.014, 0.029, 0.062, 0.128, 0.187, 0.24, 0.20, 0.09, 0.05.

A 85% closure was assumed for the blankets of the fusion-drivers. A 2$
tritium recuperation loss for the fusion-drivers and a 2^ fissile reprocessing
loss for the fusion-drivers, fission-drivers, burners and LEU5-PWRs were assu-
med.

4 . 2 . 1 . U233-Burners.

The burners are advanced converter reactors (ACR), one GWe, burning dena-
tured U233 fuel, CR = 0.9 and <*= 0.1. The initial fissile loading is 1600
kg-U233> The following unit cost values were used :

Balance of plant (including interest during construction,IDC) : <
$690 / kWe-installed ;

Nuclear island (IDC) : $170 / kWe-installed :

Fuel Fabrication : $590 / fcg-HM (Heavy Metal)
Fuel Reprocessing : $240 / kg-HM

For the scenarios in sections 6.1 and 6.2, an operations-and-maintenance (O&H)
cost of 12 million dollars per year, and a heat-electrical conversion efficien-
cy of 30^ were used.

4.2.2. Fusion-Drivers

The method used for the capital unit cost calculations of the CTRs is
similar to the one reported by Kostoff .-'••5 Beam injection cost was assumed pro-
portional to the electrical power that goes into the neutral beams. Injection
efficiency was assumed to be 50^.

- Capital Cost, including interest during construction (IDC) :

Beam injector : (1.5) x ACR balance of plant s $1030/kWe (pjec at BOC)
Nuclear island : 0.7 x ACR balance of plant : $ 480/kWe (at BOC)
Balance of plant : 1.0 x ACR balance of plant : * 690/kWe

The following heat-electrical thermal efficiencies were used for the different
components (see Figure 5) : nA = 50^, nj = 0%, 114 = 40#, n6 = 4($, n? = 40%.

- Metallic thorium blanket :

Fabrication thorium metallic fuel : $130 / kg-Th
Reprocessing thorium metallic fuel : $275 / kg-Th
Cost of thorium ore : $ 30 / kg-Th



- Pb-Li blanket :

Tritium recuperation : $290 / gram-tritium
This corresponds to approximately 0.8 x ACR balance of plant for a

t blanket, operated at 85% closure and 75# capacity factor.

- LiF-BeF2-ThF/+ molten salt :

The method used for the reprocessing unit cost calculation is similar to
the one reported by Kasten.16 The plant reprocessing rate was sized to
20 MT-Th/day. This corresponds to a reprocessing cycle time of approxi-
mately one month for the molten salt blanket which was analyzed.

Reprocessing molten salt : $100 / kg-Th
Cost of thorium ore : $ 30 / kg-Th

Each CTR is driven by 1000 Mtfe, injected at 50f efficiency. The amount of
injected power was lowered for the cases where th-* fusion burn was managed.
For the fusion-driven scenarios at equilibrium, it has been assumed that the
minimum power from the factory - i.e. before U233 builds up - is converted to
electricity and is sold to the grid at the symbiotic power cost. Any later
extra power (from the variable neutron energy multiplication, M7) is wasted at
the CTR balance of plant unit cost.
For the scenarios following the power demands at maximum rate of grid expansion
and at a given nuclear power demand, all the generated power components of the
blankets are sold to the grid at the symbiotic bus bar power cost.

4.2.3. Fissile Drivers.

The fissile drivers are advanced heterogeneous oxide IMFERs, one GWe,
burning Pu-fissile. The following unit cost values were used :

Nuclear island + balance of plant : $860 / kWe-installed
Fuel Fabrication : (Pu,U)02 and (Pu,Th)02 : $660 / kg-HM

UO2 blankets : $130 / kg-HM
ThO2 blankets : $1*1-0 / kg-HM

Reprocessing, including spent fuel shipping, waste shipping and storage :
(Pu,U)02 : $460 / kg-HM
(Pu,Th)02 : $470 / kg-HM
UO2 and ThO2 blankets » $275 / kg-HM

Fissile plutonium cost : indifference Pu-fissile production cost of
LEU5-PWRs (driven by low enriched U235 fuel cycles, operated in the Pu
stowaway mode), within the symbiotic energy scenarios.

4.2.4. LEU5-PWR.

The LEU5-PWRs are pressurized water reactors, one GWe, operated with low enriched
U235» Pu stowaway fuel cycles, with a 33 MWD/kg-HM maximum burnup. The follow-
ing unit cost values were used :

Nuclear island + balance of plant : $635 / kWe-installed
Fuel fabrication (LEU5-U8)02 : $115 / kg-HM
Reprocessing, including spent fuel shipping and waste costs :

$265 / kg-HM
U235 enrichment cost : $ 75 / SWU at 0.2 wjS tails
U3O8 yellowcake cost : dependent on cumulative demand. The high/low US
NASAP cost assumptions were used. The "high" assumption starts at
$l4/lb-U3C>8 for a cumulative demand of up to 0.25 MST.U3O8, and gradually
increases to $l80/lb at 3.75 MST.U3O8, and $24o/lb above 6.5 MbT.l^Os.
The "low" assumption starts at $l4/lb, and increases to $8o/lb at 3.5
MST.U3O8, and $l80/lb above 8.5 MST.U3O8.



5.1. Tritium-Driver.

We shall adopt a conceptual tritium producing blanket design that was
previously analyzed. 10 This blanket is a simplified spherical breeder, 5-m.
inner wall radius, with 1.2 cm. steel first wall, 100 cm. thick region of li-
thium metal or Pb-Li metal alloy, and a 10 cm. steel outer region. A synopsis
of some of the results obtained follows :

Total tritium yield from Total

7Li Total E nfe? M

Linat

1.447 0.253 1.69 1.41* 16.1 1.15

* 8$% blanket closure, 2$ losses.

Because of endothermic reactions in ?Li or endothermic neutron-multiplying
reactions in other materials (e.g. Pb), it is possible to design tritium produ-
cing blankets in which the neutron energy multiplication is not appreciably
greater than one. The use of the endothermic (n,2n) reaction in lead in a li-
thium blanket, increases the tritium yield by j%. The total tritium yield from
such blankets, under the assumptions of 8% closure and 2$ tritium recuperation
losses, has been calculated to be 1.41. The blanket neutron energy multiplica-
tion factor is only 1.14. The sensitivity of the Li cross-section uncertain-
ties on these data and on on GTR symbiotic performance was previously analyzed.^
In all the analyses of the symbiotic systems that follow, when referring to the
D-T cycles, it is implied that the systems are self-supportjng in tritium, gene-
rated in Pb-Lina^ blankets. We will not concern ourselves here with the pro-
blems caused by the drrosiveness of the metallic alloys.

5.2. U233-Driver with Solid Metallic Blankets.

First we consider spherical breeder blankets, 5-m. inner radius, IL.2 cm.
steel first wall, with a 40 cm. thick thorium metallic blanket. Heat is remo-
ved with helium gas. Two different metallic blanket designs were analyzed for
this paper :
1. The first wall is separated from the thorium region by 5 c m. °f lead, which

acts as a neutron multiplier, and a 1.2 cm. steel second wall.
2. The thorium blanket is directly adjacent to the first wall.
The outside blanket wall is made of steel, 10 cm. thick. The CTR injector is
driven by 1000 MWe, which is injected to the D-T or D-D plasma with an injection
efficiency of 50?S.

In a previous section, we saw the desirability of minimizing the ratio of
neutron energy multiplication to fissile or tritium production in the blanket.
Although the energy multiplication in the lithium blanket is practically con-
stant, it grows rapidly with irradiation time in the thorium blanket, because
of the energy released in fissions in the generated U233. In a clean (no U233)
thorium blanket, heat is generated by non-fission nuclear reactions and fast
thorium fissions. As soon a-, the U233 inventory builds up, fissions in U233
deposit more and more energy into the blanket : at constant first wall loading,
the blanket neutron energy multiplication increases with time.

For oonstant injected power, the overall blanket neutron energy multipli-
cation as a function of irradiation time, is shown in Figure 6 for a D-T driver
with and without a 5 cm. lead neutron multiplying region (in the figures "a"
refers to D-T driven blanket with lead, and "b" without a lead multiplying re-



Fig. Neutron Energy Multiplication of
D-T Fusion-Driven Blankets.

Fig. 7. Maximum Power Density of
D-T Fusion-Driven Blanket

gion; cycle length U233~driver refers to the end of the month). The figures
are shown for values of Q ranging from 1 to 10. A blanket closure of Q5% and
a capacity factor of 75% were assumed in the study.

The maximum power densities, as a function of irradiation time, are shown
in Figure 7« The maximum local power density in the thorium blanket occurs in
the zone closest to the first wall. The net U233 monthly production rates as
a function of irradiation time are shown in Figure 8. The blanket energy mul-
tiplication and the maximum power density increase strongly wit'i time, while
the net fissile fuel production rate changes slowly with irradiation tine. Note
that these values are higher for the U233-driver with blankets containing no
lead neutron multiplying regions.

The ratio of the net U233 generation to total blanket heating is displayed
in Figure 9- The presence of lead improves this ratio.

The power support ratio is shown in Figure 10, when the fissile fuel is
burned in advanced converter fission reactors, characterized by a conversion
ratio, G. =0.9s and a ratio of capture-to-fission cross-section, <* =0.1. The re-
sults in this section are shown for equilibrium cycles of the burners. At con-
stant GTR injection power, the power support ratio decreases with the cycle
length of the U233-drivers. The decrease is sharper for higher Q's. Note that
at small irradiation times, the power support ratio increases due to the refuel-
ing down-time of the blankets. As discussed earlier, the ratio of thermal power
generated in thermal converters to thermal power circulated through the factory,
is an indicator of system resistance to proliferation and diversion.



Fig. 8. Net U233 Monthly Production Fig. 9. Ratio of the Total Blanket
Rate. Power to the Net U233 Pro-

duction Rate.

Alternatively, one may define another figure of merit from the point of
view of safeguards. In particular, when lithium and thorium blankets are un-
coupled, one may omit lithium blankets from consideration regarding prolife-
ration, and evaluate the ratio of U233-burners to U233-factories. The unit
support ratio is displayed in Figure 11. It increases slowly with irradiation
time, in correlation with the U233 production rate.

The cost of the produced U233» calculated on the basis of indifference pri-
cing and a equilibrium symbiotic system, is shown in Figure 12, under the
assumption of constant injected power and constant plasma performance. Observe
that there exists an optimum irradiation period for each Q. The fuel cycle com-
ponent of the U233 indifference production cost is also shown for Q=8. Note
that the net power produced (or consumed) in the GTR-driver at BOC is sold to
(or purchased from) the grid at the symbiotic energy system indifference power
cost.

The optimum irradiation time thus determined may not even be feasible,
because it may correspond to power densities in the blanket which are higher
than those which are deemed compatible with blanket integrity. Material consi-
derations and the need for heat removal will determine a maximum allowable power
density, and a maximum total blanket power. Iso-maximum power density lines are
shown in Figure 12. They show that longer irradiation times are feasible if one
manages the fusion burn (since for a given blanket fissile inventory, blanket
power is proportional to the fusion power generated in the plasma).



Fig. 10. Power Support Ratio of
D-T Fusion-Driven Systems

Fig. 11. Unit Support Ratio of U233-
Drivers in a D-T Fusion-
Driven Energy System.

The maximum power density as a function of cycle length of the U233-driver
is shown in Figure 13» for the reference blanket with the lead region, for the
case in which the injection power is allowed to coast down so as not to exceed
a preset (200 watt/cm^) maximum power density in the blanket. The coasting down
took place under the condition that the total blanket thermal power remains con-
stant once coastdown is initiated. For such a condition, the maximum power den-
sity decreases slightly with blanket irradiation.

The U233 overall production cost, the rate of U233 monthly production per
U233~breeder, and the support ratio as a function of irradiation time are shown
in Figure Ik. As expected, for a system that allows cbastdown. U233 uroduction
cost decreases and the poi»er support ratio increases. The percentage change of
the U233 cost and support ratio becomes smaller as Q increases. Figure 14 also
shows that for a given irradiation period, coasting down tends to increase the
power support ratios, and this increase becomes larger for higher Q's. Note
that the irradiation time, at which we obtain optimum unit support ratios, does
not correspond with optimum U233 production costs.

Even for a relatively modest plasma performance parameter (e.g. Q=8), the
cost of the produced U233 is of the order of $65 per gram-U233» for a system
with a U233-driver unit support ratio of 150. Assuming $75 / SWU, 0.2$ Stf tails
and 1A equivalence U233A'235, this cost corresponds to an equivalent yellowcake
cost of approximately $60 per pound of U-jOg.

Finally, Figure 15 shows the results of a D-D driven symbiote. Compared
to the D-T cycles, the semi-catalyzed fusion cycles give higher support ratios
and lower U233 production costs.
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Fig. Ik. U233 Production Cost and Support Ratios of a D-T Fusion-Driver in a
Symbiotic Energy System.



Fig. 15. Performance of a U233-Driver Operated on the D-D Cycle.

5.3. Molten Salt U233-Driver.

For the molten salt fusion-driver, we considered a spherical breeder blan-
ket, 5~m' inner radius, 1.2 cm. steel first wall, with a 60 cm. thick
LIF-BeF2-ThF4 (?=4.52 gr/cm3, 71-2-27 mole?Q molten salt. The characteristics
of the salt are the same as the ones used in a study of D-T fusion-driven clean
(no U233) blankets by Santoro et al.1?

The outside blanket wall is made of steel, 10 cm* thick. The CTE injector
is driven by 1000 MVfe and is operated with an injection efficiency of 50%.
Two different reprocessing modes were used for the molten salt blankets s
1. On-line continuous reprocessing and removal of the generated U233«
2. Batch reprocessing and removal of U233 « the whole molten salt is removed

and reprocessed after a given irradiation length.

Neutronics depletion calculations were performed for the described molten
salt blanket.• The blanket was driven by the D-T fusion cycle at plasma perfor-
mance parameter Q values ranging from 1 to 10. The neutronics calculations took
into account the different rates of U233 buildup in the salt, which depend on
the mode of reprocessing and blanket reprocessing cycle length.

Assuming 8$ blanket closure and 2% tritium and fissile recuperation losses
for the fusion breeders, the tritium production at BOG was 0.3?8» and the net
U233 production was 0.767 per fusion neutron (1.1^5 total). These productions
can be compared to 1.67 at BOG for a metallic thorium blanket with a lead neu-
tron multiplying region, and 1.41 tritium for a Pb-Lina-fc blanket.
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Fig. 16. Support Ratios of a D-T Fusion- """*""' ~" ''
Driven Molten Salt. Fig. 18. U233 Indifference Production

„• Cost.
On-line Continuous Reprocessing

Recycle Time : 6 months

Unit Support Power
Q Total Fixed Fuel Ratio per Support

U233- CTR Ratio
Driver

($/gr) ($/gr) ($/gr)

55 48 19.5 15.0

37 72 29.4 15.7

28 96 39.4 15.1

4
6
8

133
90

70

80
68

64

Batch Reprocessing

4 100 89 12 48 19.7 11.3

6 70 76 12 72 29.5 12.2

8 58 69 11 96 39.3 12.7

* at eq.uilittrium
** at the minimum indifference production cost

Table 1. Results for D-T Fusion-Driven Symbiotic
Energy Systems with Molten Salt Blankets.



The power support ratio of the molten salt, operated in the latch repro-
cessing mode, is showr in Figure 16. It decrease with increasing irradiation
time since the U233 inventory builds up and the net production rate of U233i
shown in Figure 1?, remains almost constant before coastdown (when a maximum
power density of 200 watt/cm^ is reached, for illustrative purposes). The cal-
culated indifference U233 production cost is displayed in Figure 18.

Note that since the molten salt U233~driver is not self-sufficient in tri-
tium, we have attached to the system a neutronically uncoupled Pb-Lina*' tritium-
driver in order to make the symbiotic energy system self-sufficient in tritium.

Table 1 displays results for a system driven by molten salt blankets. The
blanket is continuously reprocessed with a recycle time of 6 months. Comparison
with batch refueled blankets shows that the power support ratio is higher.

6.1. Scenarios following a Given Power Demand.

In this section, the results of detailed calculations of overall fuel
cycle and power cost, yellowcake ore requirements, proliferation resistance
and support ratios, cash flow requirements, etc.., are presented for realistic
scenarios involving U233~drivers (CTR or LMFBR) and fissile burners.

The "high" projected US nuclear power demand, given by the NASAP-1-0 guide-
lines, is used from 19?6 up to year 2026, after which the on-line electrical
power demand is kept constant at 910 GWe. PWEs operating on U235 fuel cycles,
were introduced in year 1976» the advanced fissile converters, LMFBR- and CTR-
drivers were introduced in 2001, and the LEU5-PWRs wex-e phased out starting in
2001. A reprocessing delay time of one year was assumed in the analysis.

The nuclear fission-breeders, used as drivers in this study, have parame-
ters characteristic of heterogeneous oxide IMFBRs, which were previously descri-
bed. These breeders are net plutonium users - the plutonium is obtained from
the discharges of the LEU5~PWRs - and U233 is bred in their thorium blankets.

The fusion \J23J-driver, which was used in this section, has a D-T driven
metallic thorium blanket with a lead neutron multiplying region. The recircu-
lation power was 1000 MWe, injected into the plasma with an injection efficien-
cy of 50^. A plasma performance parameter value of 8, and a blanket irradiation
cycle time of 2 years were used. Also, the plasma burn was managed by a gradual
lowering of the injection power when a maximum power density of 400 watt/cm^
was reached. The electrical power, produced by the U233"driver, increases with
time over a cycle. This power was averaged over the incremental time step of
one year, which was used in the analyses of scenarios following a given power
demand.

For the one GWe sized fission reactors, which were used in this section,
the initial fissile loading was approximately 1600 kg-U233» and the annual
makeup was 100 kg-U233. The capacity factor of the burners was 72^. The heat-
electrical conversion efficiency was ^

Results for the on-line electrical nuclear power are displayed in Figure
19. They display the high potential of fusion- and LMFBR-driven symbiotic sys
tems. Note that the fusion-driven scenarios allow a plutonium throwaway taode
for the LEU5-PWRs, while the LMFBR-driven scenarios require the plutonium pro-
duced in the PWRs. Even so, the LMFBR-driven scenarios cannot meet the power
demand after a certain time : year 20^5 for the scenarios which have LMFBR-1
as driver, year 2085 when LMFBR-2 is used as driver. The power support ratio
is approximately 9 for LMFBR-1, and 6 for LMFBR-2. Improved fissile-breeder
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Fig. 19. LMFBR- and Fusion-Driven Symbiotic Energy System
for a Given Maximum Nuclear Power Demand.

fuel cycles could be used, which use carbide or metallic fuel. Also plutonium
producing breeders, or an increased number of LEU5-PWRs could be used to increa-
se the available plutonium inventories. This would however decrease the global
support ratio of the fissile-breeders.

Scenario Cost (ciills/kwe-hr)*

U30fi SWU FAB Dis- Fuel Fixed O&M Power Number U3O8
charge Cycle Cost Reactors Consumption

106 ST U3O8

CTR Introduction in year 2001

LEU5-PWR/CTR(Q-8)/MEU3-ACH 0.84 2.15 1.1; 7.12 2.00 627/32+82/5291 3.48

(Low U3O8) : 1.35 5.7 JA.fc

(High U3O8) : 2.10 6.r. 15.(-

LEU5-PUR 1.31 0.50 0.53 5.90 1.90 3.48

(Low U308) : 2.1C It.6 12.5

(I'igh U3O8) : 3.30 5.9 13.7

CTR(Q-8)/MEU3-ACR 5.10 2.20 7.7 9.33 2.13 19.1

HWe(on-line)
per

ST U3O8

.MBe(proJ.)
per

ST U3O8

CTR Introduction in year 2026

LEU-PWR/CTR(Q«8)/MEU3-ACR 1.16 1-04 0.73 6.28 1.94 1375/28+72/4604 7.64

(Low U3O8) : 3.00 6.2 l'l.l-

(High U3O8) : "*.95 6.2 16.4

LEU5-PWR 1.31 0.51 0.54 5.90 1.90 7.64

(Low U3O8) : 3.*2 6.0 13.S

(High U3O8) : 5.60 8.3 16.1

CTR(Q-8)/MEU3-ACR 5.10 2.20 7.6 9.35 2.13 19.1

LMFBR Introduction in year 2001
LEU5-PKR/LMFBR-1/MF.U3-ACR 0.83 1.98 1.27 6.60 2.02 570/226/2042 3.16

(Low U3O8) = 0.96 5.3 13.9

(High U3O8) : l.*0 5.7 1*.3

Lr.U5-P.ra/L:iFHP.-2/IIEU3-ACR 0.7H 2.04 1.20 6.66 2.02 545/697/4147 3.03

(Low U3O8) : 0.92 5-3 13.9

(High U3O8) : 1-30 5.7 I1*.3

24.80 17.52

* Based on scenario with no reactor startup after
relative year 125

** Based on scenario with no reactor startup after
relative year 220

Table 2. Performance of LMFBR- and Fusion-Driven Symbiotic Energy
System for a Given Maximum Nuclear Power Demand.
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Fig. 20. PWRs in D-T Fusion-Driven Symbiotic Energy Systems.

A synopsis of the results is shown in Table 2. The scenario calculations
for the LMFBR- and fusion-drivers were performed for a time span of 125 years,
starting in 1976. 0&M was included in this section.

The effect of delaying reprocessing and introduction date of the fusion-
drivers from year 2001 to 2026, is also investigated. The U3O8 cumulative con-
sumption increases from 3.48 to 7.64 MST.U3O8 if no improved fissile reactors
(operating on stowaway or throwaway U235 fuel cycles) are introduced. The leve-
lized cost of U3O8 (high U3O8 assumption) in the fusion-driven scenario increa-
ses from 2.10 to 4.95 mills/ktfe-hr for the high U3O8 assumption, and from I.35
to 3.00 mills/kWe-hr for the low assumption. The scenario bus bar power cost
increases slightly from 15.6 to 16.4 for the high assumption, and it decreases
from 14.8 to 14.4 mil3-/kWe-hr for the low U3O8 assumption. The delay by 25
years of the introduction of a more capital intensive system (in comparison to
LEU5-PWEs) causes the fixed capital cost component to decrease, while the fuel
cycle cost increases due to the usage of more expensive yellowcake. In Figure
20, the increased contribution to electrical power generation by the LEU5-PWEs
is shown when the introduction of advanced systems is delayed by 25 years.
If U3O8 cumulative fuel resources are limited, an introduction of DEU5-Prebree-
ders and DEU233-Burners or advanced converters driven by U235 cycles, is needed
as an interim step. ;

The cash flow requirements in 1978 billion US dollars are shown in Figure
21 for the fusion-driven symbiotic systems under investigation. The total cost
reflects yearly capital and fuel cycle costs. The revenue reflects the income
from selling the generated power at the scenario levelized bus bar power cost.
The capital cost payments of the fusion-drivers, burners and LEU5-PWRs are
assumed to be made over a period of nine years prior to commercial operation.
An uninflated interest rate of 4.525^ and a scenario length of 155 years were
assumed



Fig. 21. Typical Cash Flow Requirements of a D-T Fusion Driven
Symbiotic Energy System for a Given Power Demand.

6.2. Scenarios at Maximum Rate of Grid Expansion.

In this section, the rate of response to power demand was analyzed.
U233-drivers are introduced in relative year 1 and are retired at the end of
year 30. Advanced converter reactors, burning U233 fuel, are started up as
soon as sufficient fissile fuel is available for their initial fissile makeup.
Also a sufficient amount of U233 has to be available each year, so as to enable
the fission reactor to operate over its projected lifetime of 30 years, at a
capacity factor of 72?5.

Figure 22 shows the results for the on-line electrical nuclear power, when
one fusion U233-driver (described in section 6.1.) is started in year one. It
also shows the results when five LMFBR-drivers are started in year 1. The maxi-
mum on-line electrical power reaches approximately 1̂ 0 GWe for one fusion U233-
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Fig. 22. LMFBR- and Fusion-Driven Symbiotic Energy System at
Maximum Rate of Grid Expansion.



driver. Note however that an additional 2.4 tritium-drivers per U233-driver
are needed so as to keep the symbiotic fusion-driven energy system self-suffi-
cient in tritium. The power doubling time is very small and the lifetime of the
scenario extends past one hundred years. Note that when several burners are re-
tired, the availability of their combined fissile inventory is sufficient for
the initial makeup and equilibrium fissile requirements of other U233-burners.

Figure 22 also shows the on-line electrical power for scenarios driven by
five LHFBR-drivers. The response to power demand is'much slower than fusion-
driven systems, and the maximum power is also much lower. Although the power
doubling time is longer than the CTR-driven scenarios, it is shorter than a
"pure" plutonium oxide, heterogeneous LMFBR system. Note however that a pure
(Pu,U)02 LMFBR is self-sufficient in Pu, and this scenario can operate as long
as U238 is available.

7.0. Conclusions.

It has been shown that for fusion-driven symbiotic energy systems, attrac-
tive schemes can be identified based on low Q D-T driven fusion-drivers. The
problems caused by high increases in blanket neutron energy multiplication du-
ring a typical cycle of the fusion-drivers, can be circumvented by managing the
fusion burn or by a continuous on-line refueling.

The study showed that for fusion- and fission-powered fuel factories :

1. In energy systems involving drivers (nuclear fusion- or fission-breeders)
and burners (advanced converter fission reactors), high breeder costs do
not necessarily mean high overall power cost.

2. When the emphasis is placed on minimizing the depletion of non-renewable
fuel resources at reasonable cost, on minimizing the proliferation of sen-
sitive facilities and on long-term contribution of nuclear power, scenarios*
involving fusion- or fission-drivers are viable.

3. The power doubling time of a CTR-driven scenario is smaller than a LMFBR-
driven one, and much smaller than the doubling time of a "pure" (Pu,U)CL
heterogeneous LMFBR system. Scenarios involving GTR-drivers can follow
power demand as long as thorium is available. Scenarios involving the
LMFBR-drivers, that were used in the present study, can sustain NASAP's
high nuclear power demand for much longer times than U235~driven cycles.
LMFBR-driven symbiotic systems will however not be able to sustain the
high demand, as soon as the stowawayed plutonium of LEU5-PWRs is depleted.
Plutonium generating fission-breeders could then be introduced, but with

a subsequent decrease of the proliferation-proof index.

4. Fusion-driven symbiotic energy systems allow a plutonium throwaway mode,
while the LMFBR-drivers require a plutonium stowaway mode and reprocessing ;
of the LWRs.

5. The support ratios of fusion-drivers depend on the plasma performance para-
meter, cycle length of the U233~driver, the mode of management of the fu-
sion burn, and the reprocessing mode (continuous or batch). The support
ratios also depend on the U233 indifference production cost that is allowed.
The U233 production cost can be decreased by increasing the blanket irradia-
tion time, with a subsequent decrease of support ratios.

6. Utilizing "state of the art" unit cost values, the U233 indifference cost
is typically $75 per gram-U233 for a fusion-driver, operated on the D-T



cycle with a metallic thorium blanket, Q=8, 12 months cycle length,
200 watt/cm3 maximum power density. The power support ratio was 18, the
unit support ratio per CTR-driver (U233-<lriver plus tritium-driver), when
coupled to AGRs characterized by a conversion ratio, C =0.9 and «=0.1.
Assuming $75 / SWU, 0.2% SW tails, 1A equivalence U233/U235, $?5/gram-U233
corresponds to an equivalent yellowcake cost of approximately $70 per pound
of U3O8.

The overall bus bar power cost of a LEU5-PWR/CTR (Q=8,400 watt/cm3)/DEU3-
CANDU symbiotic energy system was calculated to be 15•5 mills/kWe-hr, when
leveliaed over 125 years. The GTR/ACR symbiotic system had a power cost
of 19.1 within this scenario. Introduction of the fusion-drivers in year
2001 require a yellowcake consumption of 3.5 MST.U3O8, with a 13.7 mills/
kWe-hr power cost component for the LEU5-PWRs. A delay of the introduction
of the fusion-drivers to 2026, doubles the yellowcake requirements if no
improved fission reactors with U235 fuel cycles are introduced.

Based on economic and proliferation resistance considerations, there
appears to be little incentive to attain fusion-drivers with high plasma
performance parameters. Due to reduced Q requirements of an optimal sym-
biotic fusion-driver, much greater flexibility with the fusion-driver is
allowed relative to fusion reactors. Concepts which could not be conside-
red for pure fusion reactors because of low plasma performances, can be
considered for fusion-drivers in support of U233-burners.
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